The multi-body four bar mechanical system is an rigid links assemblage of assumed revolute joints and crank rotating motion for complete cycle, the links which produce relative motion. In higher speed mechanisms the assumption of rigid body links will not be valid, as the links are subjected to grater deformations. The high-speed activation of four bar mechanism demands that the members of the operating mechanism be tough, durable, flexible and safe to withstand axial stresses and undue vibrations. The analysis of the four bar mechanism can be performed by using kinematic coefficients method and theoretical vector loop, multi body dynamic analysis soft wares and by using Video graphic analysis etc,. Commonly such mechanisms are analyzed using CAD packages, e.g. ANSYS, ADAM etc. The stress analysis of a four bar mechanism (at higher operating speeds ) is analyzed to find the limiting high speed of the four bar mechanism and the results are presented.
INTRODUCTION
The four bar is most simplest often times the most useful mechanism elements of the mechanisms which run at high speeds should be considered as flexible to maintain accuracy, to operate in its speed regime and prevent the failure arising out of stresses due to dynamic forces involved. The speed of the mechanism at which the inertia forces arises cannot be neglected and therefore have to be considered.
A planar four bar linkage can be used for many mechanical machinery is numerous, including to convert rotational motion to reciprocating motion or reverse, for some typical applications will performed based on Grasshof's Theorem motion characteristics.
The mechanism operates at predetermined speeds. The high speed activation and rapid cycle completion demands that the members of the operating mechanism to be safe, tough and durable to withstand stresses.
The bending stress response of four bar links is analyzed using multi-body dynamics [2, 3] .
Scope of Work
The bending stress response of a four bar mechanism is analyzed by simulating links throughout complete cycle, using Flexible multi-body dynamic analysis software ADAMS and the results are compared with results from earlier analysis paper. After ascertaining the accuracy obtainable, the dynamic response of the four bar mechanism is analyzed for a scaled fabricated model.
Four Bar Mechanism Analysis
A four bar mechanism is considered to be basic mechanism for preliminary analysis to evaluate the procedure to be applied for any complex mechanisms. The dimensions of the considered four bar mechanism is listed in below Table. procedure to be applied for any complex mechanisms.
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Bar Mechanism. Figure 2: Four Bar Mechanism in
The dimensions of the considered four bar mechanism is listed in below The crank is given an input speed of 340 rpm. 
BENDING STRESS ANALYSIS
The maximum top bending stresses in mechanism copular (link-3) and follower (link-4) are listed and at particular node the stress attains peck value shows the maximum bending stress. The peck rise shown in modal graphs. The two input motions are given as input at motion 1020deg/sec and motions 2040deg/sec. the processor applied to complecated mechanism for better analysis purpose. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Stress Analysis of Four-Bar Mechanism
After assuring the kinematic parameters matched with the reference paper, it was further analyzed by using finite element method in ADAMS software, by making the links flexible. The input crank speeds applied is 1020 & 2040 rpm.
The stresses produced in the coupler and follower links are tabulated in Table respectively . Also the maximum stress variation at one node in coupler and follower links during one revolution of crank is shown.
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CONCLUSIONS
• In this work, proceeding with validation of analysis procedure for the dynamic analysis of the four bar mechanism is observed to be appropriate for using Multi body dynamic analysis software ADAMS in the analysis of high speed four-bar mechanism.
• The four-bar mechanism which is considered to be operated at high speeds is analyzed and after checking the induced stresses in all the links of the mechanism during its operation, maximum stress is found as 35 N/mm2
when it operates at 2040 deg/sec.
• It is concluded that if that mechanism operates beyond this high speed, the stresses induced may become more than the limiting values of the considered material, whose limiting value is about 35 N/mm2, and hence it can be concluded that, the limiting speed of this particular mechanism is 2040 deg/sec.
• Also this work procedure can be extended to similar mechanisms to decide the limiting high operating speed beyond which when they are operated, produces the stresses beyond their limiting values. This work further can be extended by considering friction and damping effect in the analysis of mechanism.
